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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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This topic describes how to determine appropriate shard keys in PolarDB-X 1.0.

Background informationBackground information
A shard key is a field for database sharding or table sharding. The shard key is used to create horizontal
sharding rules. PolarDB-X 1.0 uses sharding functions to generate computing results based on shard key
values. Then, data is distributed to ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instances based on the computing results.

When you perform table sharding, you must comply with the following primary principle: Determine the
appropriate entit ies to which data belongs based on your business logic. You must make sure that
most, core, or concurrent SQL operations are performed based on the entit ies. After you determine the
entit ies, you can use the fields that identify the entit ies as your shard keys.

ExamplesExamples
In most cases, business logic entit ies vary based on application scenarios. In the typical application
scenarios in this topic, business logic entit ies can be determined in an easy manner and the fields that
identify the entit ies can be used as the shard keys. Similarly, appropriate entit ies can also be determined
in other application scenarios. The following examples are used to explain business logic entit ies and
shard keys.

Not e Not e In most cases, we recommend that you do not use a column that allows null values as a
shard key.

User-oriented Internet applications are designed to meet user requirements. Users are the business
logic entit ies and the user ID field can be used as the shard key.

Seller-oriented e-commerce applications are designed to meet seller requirements. Sellers are the
business logic entit ies and the seller ID field can be used as the shard key.

Gaming applications are designed to meet gamer requirements. Gamers are the business logic entit ies
and the gamer ID field can be used as the shard key.

Online Internet of Vehicles (IoV) applications are designed based on vehicles. Vehicles are the business
logic entit ies and the vehicle ID field can be used as the shard key.

Online tax applications are designed based on taxpayers. Taxpayers are the business logic entit ies
and the taxpayer ID field can be used as the shard key.

For example, in a seller-oriented e-commerce application, you may need to perform horizontal sharding
on the table that is created by executing the following statement:

CREATE TABLE sample_order ( id INT(11) NOT NULL, sellerId INT(11) NOT NULL, trade_id INT(11
) NOT NULL, buyer_id INT(11) NOT NULL, buyer_nick VARCHAR(64) DEFAULT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (id
) )

In this scenario, sellers are the business logic entit ies and you can use the  sellerId  f ield as the shard
key. You can execute the following data definit ion language (DDL) statement to create a shared table:

CREATE TABLE sample_order ( id INT(11) NOT NULL, sellerId INT(11) NOT NULL, trade_id INT(11
) NOT NULL, buyer_id INT(11) NOT NULL, buyer_nick VARCHAR(64) DEFAULT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (id
) ) DBPARTITION BY HASH(sellerId)

1.Determine shard keys1.Determine shard keys
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If  appropriate business logic entit ies cannot be identified for shard keys in an easy manner, especially in
tradit ional enterprise-level applications, use the following methods to determine shard keys:

Determine your shard key based on data distribution and data access requests. Make sure that your
data is evenly distributed across shards if  possible. PolarDB-X 1.0 supports global secondary indexes
to ensure strong consistency. Global secondary indexes and parallel queries allow you to improve SQL
concurrency and reduce the response t ime in this scenario.

Use the fields of the string data type and the fields of the date and t ime data type as your shard key
for database sharding or table sharding. Note that the fields of the string data type store numeric
values. This method is applicable to log retrieval.

For example, in a log system that records user operations, you may need to perform horizontal sharding
on the log table that is created by executing the following statement:

CREATE TABLE user_log ( userId INT(11) NOT NULL, name VARCHAR(64) NOT NULL, operation VARCH
AR(128) DEFAULT NULL, actionDate DATE DEFAULT NULL )

In this scenario, you can use the user ID and the t ime fields as the shard key to divide the table data by
week. You can execute the following DDL statement to create a sharded table:

CREATE TABLE user_log ( userId INT(11) NOT NULL, name VARCHAR(64) NOT NULL, operation VARCH
AR(128) DEFAULT NULL, actionDate DATE DEFAULT NULL ) DBPARTITION BY HASH(userId) TBPARTITIO
N BY WEEK(actionDate) TBPARTITIONS 7

For more information about how to determine shard keys and how to perform table sharding, see
CREATE TABLE and Overview.
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This topic describes how to select  the number of physical table shards during horizontal part it ioning in
PolarDB-X 1.0.

BackgroundBackground
PolarDB-X 1.0 supports horizontal part it ioning at  database shard and table shard levels. If  you select
Horizont al Part it ioningHorizont al Part it ioning when you create a database,PolarDB-X 1.0 creates eight physical database
shards for each ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instance by default . You can create one or more physical table
shards on each physical database shard. The number of table shards is often referred to as the number
of shards.

Calculation formulaCalculation formula
In general, the recommended total capacity of a single physical table shard ranges from 5 million to 50
million rows of data. If  a single row contains more than 4 KB of data, the recommended total capacity is
no more than 5 million rows of data. In addit ion, we recommend that you set  the depth of a B+ tree to
three to four layers.

Est imate how much your data will grow over the next  one to two years. To obtain the number of
physical table shards to be created in each physical database shard, divide the est imated total data
size by the total number of physical database shards. Then, divide the result  by the recommended
maximum data size of a single physical table shard, for example, 5 million rows of data:

Physical table shards per physical database shard = CEILING(Estimated total data size/(Numb
er of ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instances x 8)/5,000,000)

If  the calculated number of physical table shards is equal to 1, you can use one physical table shard in
each physical database shard. If  the calculated number of physical table shards is greater than 1, we
recommend that you create mult iple physical table shards in each physical database shard.

ExamplesExamples
Assume that in two years, the total data size of a table will be about 100 million rows, and that you
have purchased four ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instances. You can use the following equation to
calculate the optimal number of shards:

Physical table shards in each physical database shard = CEILING(100,000,000/(4 x 8)/5,000
,000) = CEILING(0.625) = 1

The result  is 1. Therefore, you need only one physical table shard in each physical database shard.

Assume that in two years, the total data size of a table will be about 100 million rows, and that you
have purchased only one ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instance. You can use the following equation to
calculate the optimal number of shards:

Physical table shards in each physical database shard = CEILING(100,000,000/(1 x 8)/5,000
,000) = CEILING(2.5) = 3

The result  is 3. Therefore, we recommend that you create three physical table shards in each physical
database shard.

2.Select the number of shards2.Select the number of shards
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This topic describes how to check the performance metrics of a PolarDB-X 1.0 instance and upgrade
configurations to resolve insufficient  performance issues.

Background informationBackground information
Database performance is affected by two metrics: response t ime (RT) and queries per second (QPS).

RT: RT reflects the performance of a single Structured Query Language (SQL) statement. You can fix
this type of performance issue by using mult iple methods, such as SQL optimization method.

QPS: You can resolve QPS bott leneck issues by upgrading the configurations of the PolarDB-X
1.0PolarDB-X 1.0 instance. You can upgrade the configurations to increase the QPS when the low
latency and the high QPS are required for database access business.

The performance of PolarDB-X 1.0 is affected by the node performance of the compute layer and the
storage layer. The insufficient  performance of a node at  the compute or storage layer leads to an
overall performance bott leneck. For information about how to view the node performance at  the
storage layer, see Monitor storage nodes.

Determine whether a performance bottleneck of the instance occursDetermine whether a performance bottleneck of the instance occurs
The QPS and CPU performance of a PolarDB-X 1.0 instance is in posit ive correlat ion. When a
performance bott leneck occurs in PolarDB-X 1.0, the main impact is that the CPU utilizat ion of the
instance remains high. If  the CPU utilizat ion exceeds 90% or remains higher than 80% for a consecutive
period, this indicates that a performance bott leneck occurs in the current instance.

For information about how to view the performance metrics at  the compute layer, see Monitor instances.

If  no bott lenecks exist  at  the storage layer, you can determine that the current PolarDB-X 1.0 instance
type cannot meet the QPS performance requirement of your business. In this case, you must upgrade
the instance configurations.

Upgrade the configurations of Upgrade the configurations of PolarDB-X 1.0PolarDB-X 1.0
QPS is an important metric for evaluating the PolarDB-X 1.0 instance type. Each instance type
corresponds to a specific QPS reference value.

Not e Not e Some special SQL statements require more computing at  the compute layer of PolarDB-
X 1.0, such as temporary table sort ing and aggregate computing. In this scenario, the QPS that is
supported by each PolarDB-X 1.0 instance decreases compared with the standard value in the
specificat ions.

For more information about how to upgrade the configurations, see Change the instance configurations.

3.Determine the time for selecting3.Determine the time for selecting
configuration upgradeconfiguration upgrade

Best  Pract ice··Det ermine t he t ime f
or select ing configurat ion upgrade
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This topic describes how to handle data definit ion language (DDL) exceptions that occur when you use
PolarDB-X 1.0.

Introduction to the DDL principleIntroduction to the DDL principle
A DDL command of PolarDB-X 1.0 performs the corresponding DDL operations on all the table shardings.
Failures can be divided into two types:

The DDL statement fails to be executed in a database sharding. DDL execution errors in database
shardings may result  in inconsistent table sharding schemas.

Execution errors in database shardings may be reported due to various reasons, such as conflicts and
insufficient  disk space. For example, a conflict  occurs when the table that you want to create already
exists or the column that you want to add already exists.

The system does not respond to the execution for a long t ime. When you perform a DDL operation
on a large table, the system may not respond to the DDL statement for a long t ime due to the long
execution t ime in a database sharding.

If  the system does not respond for a long t ime, it  is generally caused by the long execution t ime in a
database sharding. For example, the DDL execution t ime in MySQL depends mostly on whether the
operation is In-Place that directly modifies the source table, or Copy Table that copies table data. In-
Place needs only to modify metadata. However, Copy Table needs to reconstruct  the entire table
and also involves log and buffer operations. For more information about the relat ionship between
various operations and the two factors, see Online DDL Operations in the MySQL official
documentation.

To determine whether a DDL operation is an In-place or Copy Table operation, you can view the return
value of  rows affected  after the operation is complete. The following examples are provided:

Change the default  value of a column. This operation is fast  and does not affect  the table data at
all.

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.07 sec)

Add an index. This operation requires some t ime, but  0 rows affected  indicates that the table
data is not copied.

Query OK, 0 rows affected (21.42 sec)

Change the data type of a column. This operation takes a long t ime and needs to reconstruct  all the
data rows in the table.

Query OK, 1671168 rows affected (1 min 35.54 sec)

Therefore, before you perform a DDL operation on a large table, perform the following steps to
determine whether the operation is a fast  or slow operation:

1. Copy the schema to generate a cloned table.

2. Insert  some data.

3. Perform the DDL operation on the cloned table.

4. Check whether the value of  rows affected  is 0 after the operation is complete. A non-zero
value indicates that this operation needs to reconstruct  the entire table. In this case, you may need

4.Handle DDL exceptions4.Handle DDL exceptions
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to consider performing this operation during off-peak hours of your business.

PolarDB-X 1.0 DDL operations distribute all the Structured Query Language (SQL) statements to all the
database shardings for parallel execution. An execution failure on a database sharding does not affect
other database shardings. In addit ion, PolarDB-X 1.0 provides the CHECK TABLE command to check the
schema consistency of table shardings. Therefore, failed DDL operations can be performed again, and
the errors reported on database shardings where the executed operations are successful do not affect
the execution on other database shardings. You need only to make sure that all the table shardings
ult imately have the same schema.

Procedures for handling DDL failuresProcedures for handling DDL failures
1. Run the CHECK TABLE command to check the schema. If  the returned result  contains only one row

and the status is normal, the table status is consistent. In this case, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to
Step 3.

2. Run the SHOW CREATE TABLE command to check the schema. If  the displayed schema is as
expected after the DDL statement is executed, the DDL statement is executed. Otherwise, go to
Step 3.

3. Run the SHOW PROCESSLIST command to check the status of all the SQL statements that are being
executed. If  ongoing DDL operations exist , wait  until these operations are complete. Then, perform
Step 1 and Step 2 to check whether the schema is as expected. Otherwise, go to Step 4.

4. Perform DDL operations again on PolarDB-X 1.0. If  a  Lock conflict  error is reported, go to Step
5. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

5. Run the RELEASE DBLOCK command to release the DDL operation lock. Then, go to Step 4.

Perform the following detailed operations:

1. Check the schema consistency.

Run the CHECK TABLE command to check the schema, as shown in the following example:

mysql> check table `xxxx`;

Not e Not e If  no result  is returned after you run CHECK TABLE on Data Management Service
(DMS), try again in the command line.

If  the returned result  contains only one row and the displayed status is OK, this indicates that the
schemas are consistent, as shown in the following example:

+----------------------------+-------+----------+----------+ | TABLE | OP | MSG_TYPE | 
MSG_TEXT | +----------------------------+-------+----------+----------+ | TDDL5_APP.xxx
x | check | status | OK | +----------------------------+-------+----------+----------+ 
1 row in set (0.05 sec) 

2. Check the schema.

Run the SHOW CREATE TABLE command to check the schema, as shown in the following example:

mysql> show create table `xxxx`;

If  schemas are consistent and have no errors, you can consider that DDL statements have been
executed. The following code provides an example of the returned result .

Best  Pract ice··Handle DDL except io
ns
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+---------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------+ | Table | Create Table | +---------+-----------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------+ | xxxx | CREATE TABLE `xxxx` ( `id` int(11) NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', `NA
ME` varchar(1024) NOT NULL DEFAULT '', PRIMARY KEY (`id`) ) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARS
ET=utf8 dbpartition by hash(`id`) tbpartition by hash(`id`) tbpartitions 3 | +---------
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------+ 1 row in set (0.05 sec) 

3. Observe the SQL statements that are being executed.

Some DDL statements are executed at  a low rate and the system does not respond to the DDL
statements for a long t ime. In this case, you can run the SHOW PROCESSLIST command to observe
the status of all the SQL statements that are being executed, as shown in the following example:

mysql> SHOW PROCESSLIST WHERE COMMAND ! = 'Sleep';

The following code provides an example of the returned result .

+---------------+-----------+--------------------+-------------+---------+-------------
----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------+-----------+
---------------+-----------+ | ID | USER | DB | COMMAND | TIME | STATE | INFO | ROWS_SE
NT | ROWS_EXAMINED | ROWS_READ | +---------------+-----------+--------------------+----
---------+---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------
----+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------+-----------+---------------+-----------+ | 0-0-352724126 | ifisibh
k0 | test_123_wvvp_0000 | Query | 15 | Sending data | /*DRDS /42.120.74.88/ac47e5a72801
000/ */select `t_item`.`detail_url`,SUM(`t_item`.`price`) from `t_i | NULL | NULL | NUL
L | | 0-0-352864311 | cowxhthg0 | NULL | Binlog Dump | 13 | Master has sent all binlog 
to slave; waiting for binlog to be updated | NULL | NULL | NULL | NULL | | 0-0-40271456
6 | ifisibhk0 | test_123_wvvp_0005 | Query | 14 | Sending data | /*DRDS /42.120.74.88/a
c47e5a72801000/ */select `t_item`.`detail_url`,`t_item`.`price` from `t_i | NULL | NULL
| NULL | | 0-0-402714795 | ifisibhk0 | test_123_wvvp_0005 | Alter | 114 | Sending data 
| /*DRDS /42.120.74.88/ac47e5a72801000/ */ALTER TABLE `Persons` ADD `Birthday` date | N
ULL | NULL | NULL | ...... +---------------+-----------+--------------------+----------
---+---------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+-
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------+-----------+---------------+-----------+ 12 rows in set (0.03 sec) 

The TIME column represents the number of seconds for which the command has been run. If  a
command is run for a long t ime, such as the command for which the ID is  0-0-402714795  in the
example, you can run the KILL '0-0-402714795'KILL '0-0-402714795' command to cancel the slow command.

Not e Not e In PolarDB-X 1.0, one logical SQL statement corresponds to mult iple database
sharding commands. Therefore, you may need to kill mult iple commands to stop one logical
DDL statement. You can determine the logical SQL statement to which the command belongs
by using the INFO column in the result  set  of SHOW PROCESSLIST.

4. Handle the  Lock conflict  error.
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PolarDB-X 1.0 adds a database lock before it  performs a DDL operation. After the operation is
complete, Distributed Relat ional Database Service (DRDS) releases the lock. The KILL DDL operation
may cause that the lock is not released. In this case, If  the DDL operation is performed again, the
following error is reported:

Lock conflict , maybe last DDL is still running

In this case, run the RELEASE DBLOCK command to release this lock. After the command is canceled
and the lock is released, you can choose to execute the DDL statement again during off-peak hours
of your business or when the service is stopped.

FAQFAQ
Q: Why cannot DMS or other clients display the modified schema?

A: To be compatible with the feature that some clients obtain the schema from the system table,
such as COLUMNS or TABLES, PolarDB-X 1.0 creates a shadow database in RDS of your database
sharding 0. The name of the shadow database is consistent with that of the PolarDB-X 1.0 logical
database. The shadow base stores all the information about the logical database, such as the
schema.

DMS obtains the PolarDB-X 1.0 schema from the system table of the shadow database. When you
troubleshoot DDL exceptions, the schema of a database sharding may be modified as expected, but
the schema in the shadow database is not modified due to some reasons. In this case, you must
connect to the shadow database and perform the DDL operation on the table again in the database.

Not e Not e CHECK TABLE does not check whether the schema in the shadow database is
consistent with that in the PolarDB-X 1.0 logical database.

Q: How to handle the error code, such as TDDL-4500 ERR_PARSER, that occured when executing DDL
statement?

A: For more information about the common error codes returned by DRDS and provides solut ions for
them, see Error codes.

Best  Pract ice··Handle DDL except io
ns
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Distributed Relat ional Database Service (PolarDB-X 1.0) supports efficient  data scanning and uses
aggregate functions for stat ist ical summary during full table scans.

Common scanning scenariosCommon scanning scenarios
Scan of table without database or table shards: PolarDB-X 1.0 transmits the original SQL statement
to the backend ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL database for execution. In this case, PolarDB-X 1.0 supports
any aggregate functions..

Non-full table scan: SQL passes through PolarDB-X 1.0 transmits the original SQL statement to each
single ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL database for execution. For example, when the shard key in a WHERE
clause indicates "equal to", a non-full table scan is performed. In this case, PolarDB-X 1.0 also
supports all aggregate functions..

Full table scan: Currently, supported aggregate functions are COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM. In addit ion,
LIKE, ORDER BY, LIMIT, and GROUP BY are also supported during full table scan.

Parallel scan of all table shards: If  you need to export  data from all databases, you can run the
SHOW command to view the table topology and scan all table shards in parallel. For more
information, see the following.

Traverse tables by using a hintTraverse tables by using a hint
1. Run  SHOW TOPOLOGY FROM TABLE_NAME  to obtain the table topology.

mysql> SHOW TOPOLOGY FROM DRDS_USERS;
+------+-------------------+--------------+
| ID   | GROUP_NAME        | TABLE_NAME   |
+------+-------------------+--------------+
| 0 | DRDS_00_RDS | DRDS_USERS |
| 1 | DRDS_01_RDS | DRDS_USERS |
+------+-------------------+--------------+
2 rows in set (0.06 sec)       

Not eNot e

By default , the non-sharding tables are stored in database shard 0.

We recommend that you execute  SHOW TOPOLOGY FROM TABLE_NAME  to obtain the
latest  table topology before each scanning operation.

2. Traverse each table based on the topology.

Execute the current SQL statement on database shard 0.

/! TDDL:node='DRDS_00_RDS'*/ SELECT * FROM DRDS_USERS;

Execute the current SQL statement on database shard 1.

/! TDDL:node='DRDS_01_RDS'*/ SELECT * FROM DRDS_USERS;

Parallel scansParallel scans

5.How to scan data efficiently5.How to scan data efficiently
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PolarDB-X 1.0 allows you to run mysqldump to export  data. However, if  you want to scan data faster,
you can enable mult iple sessions for each table shard to scan tables in parallel.

mysql> SHOW TOPOLOGY FROM LJLTEST;
+------+----------------+------------+
| ID   | GROUP_NAME     | TABLE_NAME |
+------+----------------+------------+
|    0 | TDDL5_00_GROUP | ljltest_00 |
|    1 | TDDL5_00_GROUP | ljltest_01 |
|    2 | TDDL5_00_GROUP | ljltest_02 |
|    3 | TDDL5_01_GROUP | ljltest_03 |
|    4 | TDDL5_01_GROUP | ljltest_04 |
|    5 | TDDL5_01_GROUP | ljltest_05 |
|    6 | TDDL5_02_GROUP | ljltest_06 |
|    7 | TDDL5_02_GROUP | ljltest_07 |
|    8 | TDDL5_02_GROUP | ljltest_08 |
|    9 | TDDL5_03_GROUP | ljltest_09 |
|   10 | TDDL5_03_GROUP | ljltest_10 |
|   11 | TDDL5_03_GROUP | ljltest_11 |
+------+----------------+------------+
12 rows in set (0.06 sec)

As shown above, the table has four database shards, and each database shard has three table shards.
Execute the following SQL statement on the table shards of the TDDL5_00_GROUP database.

/! TDDL:node='TDDL5_00_GROUP'*/ select * from ljltest_00;

Not eNot e

TDDL5_00_GROUP in HINT corresponds to the GROUP_NAME column in the output of the
SHOW TOPOLOGY command.

The table name in the SQL statement is the table shard name.

At this t ime, you can enable up to 12 sessions (corresponding to 12 table shards
respectively) to process data in parallel.

Best  Pract ice··How t o scan dat a effi
cient ly
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This topic describes how to determine the optimal number of values in the IN clause when you perform
queries in PolarDB-X 1.0.

FeaturesFeatures
In actual scenarios, you often need to use constant metrics as the query condit ions to perform IN
queries. For each IN query, the field values in the IN clause are the values of a part it ion key. For example,
in an e-commerce scenario, all orders are recorded in a table named Order. This table is part it ioned by
order ID. A buyer often queries the details about specific orders based on the order list . If  the buyer has
two orders, the number of values in the IN clause of the query is two. In theory, the query is routed to
two shards. The following sample code provides an example of the SQL statement:

SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID IN (id1,id2)

The number of values in the IN clause increases when the number of orders increases. In this case, an IN
query may need to be routed to all the shards. This increases the response t ime of the query. The
following figure shows the relat ionship between the number of values in the IN clause and the
response t ime, and the relat ionship between the number of shards to scan and the response t ime.

To minimize the scan workload and reduce the number of SQL statements that are caused by increases
in the number of values within the IN clause, PolarDB-X 1.0 V5.4.8-16069335 or later supports dynamic
part it ion pruning that is performed based on the number of values in the IN clause.

If  the Order table in the preceding example has 128 shards and the number of values in the IN clause is
128, you need to run the following query:

SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID IN (id1,id2,id3....id128)

6.Determine the number of values6.Determine the number of values
in the IN clause of a queryin the IN clause of a query
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In versions earlier than PolarDB-X 1.0 V5.4.8-16069335, the IN query can be routed to up to 128 shards if
each value resides in a different shard. The IN clause in each physical query statement that is sent to
ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL contains 128 values because the values are not pruned. This increases the
workload of executing SQL statements. The following sample code provides an example of the SQL
statements:

SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_1 IN (id1,id2,id3....id128);
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_2 IN (id1,id2,id3....id128);
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_3 IN (id1,id2,id3....id128);
.....
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_128 IN (id1,id2,id3....id128);

In PolarDB-X 1.0 V5.4.8-16069335 or later, PolarDB-X 1.0 calculates the shards to which the IN query is
to be routed at  the computing layer. Before each physical query statement is sent to ApsaraDB RDS for
MySQL, PolarDB-X 1.0 uses the dynamic part it ion pruning feature to ensure that the IN clause in the SQL
statement of the query contains only the values that are stored in the shard. This increases the
throughput and decreases the response t ime of an IN query. The following sample code provides an
example of the SQL statements:

SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_1 IN (id1);
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_2 IN (id2,id12);
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_3 IN (id3,id4,id5);
.....
SELECT * FROM ORDER WHERE ORDER_ID_32 IN (id100....id128);

In addit ion, PolarDB-X 1.0 uses the single-node parallel execution feature to run the IN query on
different shards in parallel. For example, if  the values in the IN clause of a query are distributed across
32 shards, the value of the degree of parallelism for each query is equal to the number of cores of your
node. If  your node in a PolarDB-X 1.0 instance has 16 cores, the default  value of the degree of
parallelism is 16. In this case, the IN query routed to 32 shards is completed in 2 batches.

We recommend that you determine the number of values in the IN clause of a query based on the
following rules:

Specify a number that is significantly smaller than the number of shards. This way, not all shards need
to be scanned each t ime a query is performed.

Make sure that the number of values does not increase due to business development. This prevents
the query performance from being reduced because of the business development.

To ensure that the response t ime is low and throughput is high, specify a number from the range of 8
to 32.

If  you follow the preceding recommendations, linear scalability can be performed on your business to
handle concurrent IN queries without obvious fluctuations in the response t ime. For example, a PolarDB-
X 1.0 instance in which a 16-core node is deployed can concurrently run 10,000 IN queries. After another
16-core node is added, a PolarDB-X 1.0 instance can concurrently run 20,000 IN queries.

Best  Pract ice··Det ermine t he numbe
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Comparison testComparison test
This test  can help you determine the optimal number of values in the IN clause of a query to ensure low
response t ime and a high throughput. In the test  environment, two nodes and a table that has 64
shards are used. The specificat ion for each of the nodes is 16 cores and 64 GB memory. Each of the
table shards contains millions of data records. The test  results show the changes in response t ime and
throughput when the number of values in the IN clause and the number of concurrent queries increase.
In PolarDB-X 1.0 V5.4.8-16069335 or later, the dynamic part it ion pruning feature is optimized to process
IN queries. The excessive values in the IN clause of each SQL statement in your query are pruned. The
following figures show the test  results.

1. The following figure shows the changes in response t ime when the number of concurrent queries
and the number of values in the IN clause increase, after the dynamic part it ion pruning feature is
enabled.
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2. The following figure shows the changes in throughput when the number of concurrent queries and
the number of values in the IN clause increase, after the dynamic part it ion pruning feature is
enabled.

3. The following figure shows the changes in response t ime when the number of concurrent queries
and the number of values in the IN clause increase, after the dynamic part it ion pruning feature is
disabled.

4. The following figure shows the changes in throughput when the number of concurrent queries and
the number of values in the IN clause increase, after the dynamic part it ion pruning feature is
disabled.
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The following conclusions can be drawn from this comparison test:

When the number of values in the IN clause is between 8 and 32, you can maintain low response t ime
and a high throughput. In this case, the value of the degree of parallelism is close to the default
value of the degree of parallelism of the single-node parallel execution feature that is provided by
PolarDB-X 1.0. The default  value of the degree of parallelism is equal to the number of cores of a
node.

We recommend that you update your PolarDB-X 1.0 to V5.4.8 or later to enable the dynamic part it ion
pruning feature. After the dynamic part it ion pruning feature provided by PolarDB-X 1.0 V5.4.8-
16069335 or later is enabled, the response t ime for IN queries decreases and the throughput for IN
queries increases.
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